Surfactor Group is a medium-sized company that is successfully active in the chemical industry and has a history of over
75 years. On two production sites in Europe and one in Asia we develop and produce resin impregnated surface
coatings for the wood based and automotive industry. With the decades developed expertise combined with the latest
technology, we are technology and market leader for unique coating methods worldwide. With about 220 employees, the
group has an annual turnover of approximately 80 million euros. Flexibility and short response times are essential
strengths of our company.

For our site in Puhos, we are looking for a

QUALITY MANAGER
Your tasks:









process owner of quality management and quality assurance of Kitee site
optimize IMS system (ISO 9001 and 14001, OHSAS, FSC)
prepare and manage external audits, plan and conduct regular internal audits
plan quality of raw materials, intermediate and finished products
work in close cooperation with our main raw material suppliers in line with improving our product performance
and quality
handle complaints/claims and track preventive and corrective actions
contribute to process optimization and improvement initiatives
create quality management strategy and policies

Your profile:






degree in engineering or comparable professional education/qualification and skills
minimum 3 to 5 years working experience preferably in an international company (manufacturing environment)
knowledge of ISO standards and quality management systems/methods/tools
good spoken and written English
excellent analytical skills and systematic working approach

As a person you are proactive, self-driven personality with hands-on mentality. You are a great team player with good
negotiation and communication skills. You contribute to risk assessments, investigations and lessons learned practices
and co-operate effectively with customers and suppliers.
We offer you a key role where you can influence our future solutions and how we get there. You will be working together
with great and talented people in a strong but flat organization where everyone’s contribution makes a difference. This
provides an inspiring working environment with possibilities for personal growth.
If you are interested in an attractive challenge with a future – oriented medium-sized company, send your CV and
application in English incl. salary expectation by e-mail to johanna.pohjankoski@surfactor.com latest by 22nd October
2017.

